Porthtowan Feedback – 7th September 2016
Homes
Atlantic Way development – Should there be footpath improvement on ‘Rocky
Lane’ as a condition?
The boundary needs to be moved west of Chapel Hill to include Chapel Meadows
and Forthvean Crescent and all of Forth Vean Road. By splitting the village into
blocks has destroyed the village centre and sense of belonging.
1904 there were only 60 homes in Porthtowan. 2016 there are 732 homes.
Porthtowan needs to expand because next generation have no where to live they
can afford.
Landscape
There are invasive species in Porthtowan Ward. Knotweed at the top of Cove
exit and Himalayan Balsam in the valley.
The map incorrectly shows an area of industrial heritage with regeneration
along Rosehill.
Centre of Porthtowan needs to be better landscaped. The stream edged and the
hinterland made attractive for visitors. We have a lot of interest but don’t
advertise.
Transport, Infrastructure, Employment
Bus service needs to start earlier than 8am because one cannot get to the centre
of Truro until 9am or 9.15am too late for work. Likewise, buses from Redruth or
Truro need to have an evening service.
Please can we have a 30mph speed limit on the road from Porthtowan village to
Victory Inn?
Make ‘Rocky Road’ from Atlantic Way to the beach a proper path to stay off
dangerous road.
Pavements and cycle lanes as healthy transport options in the village.
Bus to school is the lifeblood – must continue.
Please can cycle scheme come to Porthtowan too – nowhere to lock bikes here.
It would be incredibly great if there were more employment opportunities
especially in an office environment, also if businesses were able to offer more
opportunities in working from home too in the St. Agnes parish area.
Proper footpath into Porthtowan village from Atlantic Way ‘Rocky Lane’ not
suitable!
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